Antonyms - 10th 11th 12th Std

10th

The model millionaire

1. Inability × ability
2. Eagerly × incurious
3. Piteous × unimpressive, uninspiring
4. Private × public
5. Rare × common

Golden path

6. Indispensable × dispensible
7. hard × soft, light, easy
8. obey × disobey
9. public × private
10. true × untrue, false
11. whole × partial, incomplete
12. discipline × indiscipline
13. most × little, few
14. immediately × delay, gradual
15. helpful × unobliging, unsympathetic
16. expected × unexpected
17. remember × forget
18. later × earlier
19. reverence × disrespectful

Will thirst become unquenchable

20. wide × narrow
21. clean × dirty
22. foreign × native
23. sweet × bitter
24. proud × humble
25. selfish × generous

our heritage – a timeless marvel

1. impressive × unimpressive
2. opulence × poverty
3. reverence × irreverence
4. patronized × discouraged
5. ascended × dethroned
11th

1. capture × free
2. majestic × humble
3. awe × disrespect
4. sudden × slow
5. resisted × accepted
6. reluctant × eager
7. remember × forget
8. valuable × worthless
9. Succeeded × failed
10. Mourning × rejoicing
11. Quiet × talkative
12. Futile × useful
13. Daring × cowardly
14. Tragic × Comic
15. Knowledge × fiction
16. Eager × indifferent, uninterested
17. Risky × safe
18. temporal × spiritual
19. mitigate × increase
20. Strict × lenient
21. alter × fix
22. impugn × acquit

Farmer:

1. Claimed × disclaimed, deny
2. Countered × corresponding, similar
3. Soaking × dehydrate, dry
4. Cemented × divide, unfix
5. Innocents × guilty, nocent
6. Shirks × do, face, meet
7. Advance × after, behind

The helping hand

1. Abominable × wonderful, appealing
2. Stimulate × sedate, de - energize
3. Controversies × accord, harmony
4. Admiration × disapproval, contempt, aversion
5. Horrified × adventuresome, bold, fearless
6. Appear × disappear
7. Close × open
8. Doubtfully × certain, resolved
9. Impatiently × patiently

The road to success

1. Precisely × vaguely
2. Unique × common
3. Poised × arrogant
4. Latent × apparent
5. Degrade × elevate

Vision for the nation

1. Enhanced × reduced
2. Abundant × scarce
3. Retaliation × remission
4. resented × accepted
5. Ignited × extinguished

12th

Julius ceaser

1. empty × full
2. fleeting × lasting/ permanent
3. sublime × mean/ low
4. tyrant × democrat
5. nobler × mean
6. slow × fast
7. agitated × calm
8. broad × narrow
9. selfish × generous
10. methodical × random/ confused

Ceaseless crusader

1. frailty × strength
2. radically × moderately
3. domineering × submissive
4. marvellous × ordinary
5. bestowed × denied
To the land of snow

1. sturdy × weak
2. shrouded × uncovered
3. abandoned × inhabitant
4. eventually × initially
5. continuously × intermittently

A dictionary to the English language

1. exuberance × apathy
2. tranquility × agitation
3. copious × meagre
4. risible × serious
5. obscure × clear

The mark of Vishnu

1. creator × destroyer
2. interested × disinterested
3. trusted × doubted/suspicious
4. despise × love/appreciate

Hiroshima

1. ultimate × initial
2. extinguished × lit
3. liberal × conservative
4. cursed × blessed
5. trivial × significant